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Relevant Law

1.

Section 166 Companies Ordinance
(1) Where a compromise or arrangement is proposed between a company
and its creditors or any class of them, or between the company and its
members or any class of them, the court may, on the application in a
summary way of the company or of any creditor or member of the
company, or, in the case of a company being wound up, of the liquidator,
order a meeting of the creditors or class of creditors, or of the members of
the company or class of members, as the case may be, to be summoned in
such manner as the court directs.
(2) If a majority in number representing three-fourths in value of the
creditors or class of creditors, or members or class of members, as the
case may be, present and voting either in person or by proxy at the
meeting, agree to any compromise or arrangement, the compromise or
arrangement shall, if sanctioned by the court, be binding on all the
creditors or the class of creditors, or on the members or class of members,
as the case may be, and also on the company or, in the case of a company
in the course of being wound up, on the liquidator and contributories of
the company.

“headcount
test”

“share value
test”

2.

Rule 2.10 Takeovers and Mergers Code
Except with the consent of the Executive, where any person seeks to
use a scheme of arrangement or capital reorganisation to acquire or
privatise a company, the scheme or capital reorganisation may only
be implemented if, in addition to satisfying any voting requirements
imposed by law:–
(a) the scheme or the capital reorganisation is approved by at least
75% of the votes attaching to the disinterested shares that are cast
either in person or by proxy at a duly convened meeting of the
holders of the disinterested shares; and
(b) the number of votes cast against the resolution to approve the
scheme or the capital reorganisation at such meeting is not more
than 10% of the votes attaching to all disinterested shares.

Facts

1.
2.

3.

In late 2008, price of PCCW shares fell to its
nine-year low (around HK$2.8)
Starvest Limited and China Netcom
Corporation Limited (the ‘Joint Offerors’)
acting in concert with other existing large
shareholders sought to privatise the PCCW.
(the ‘Scheme’)
Shares bought under the Scheme would be
cancelled and new shares would be allotted
to the Joint Offerors.

4.

5.

The
meeting
required
under
s166
Companies Ordinance was held in which the
resolution to privatise was passed with 83%
majority in value and 62% in headcount.
However, it was alleged that, before the
commencement of meeting, there had been
activities of share splitting by certain
individuals personally connected with the
‘bidders’ with a view to boosting the
headcount.

6.

The CA
(i)
(ii)

Decision:
The court had the duty to see that: (the ‘Test’)
Procedures under s166 are met
the classes are fairly represented and the
minority are not coerced
(iii)
An honest and intelligent person of the class
would approve the Scheme.
(Paras 425.53.54 Buckley on the Companies Acts)
-

The second and third conditions were not met
in the case. (Justice Barma dissented in
relation to third condition)
The court had discretion to decline sanction
and ignore the voting results if any of the
above was not met.

How Did the Headcount
Test Assist the Minority?

Could the Section 166 CO value test or Rule
2.10 Takeovers Code have helped?
Votes No. (million)

Votes For the Scheme

% Total of independent
% Total of all
shareholders present and
independent shareholders
voting

1,348

82.80%

38.81%

280

17.20%

8.06%

Independent shareholders
present and voting in person
or by proxy

1,628

100%

46.88%

Total independent
shareholders eligible to vote

3,473

NA

100%

Votes Against the Scheme

Section166 Headcount test:
Headcount

% Total

1,404

62.04%

Votes Against the Scheme

859

37.96%

Votes Allegedly under share
splitting arrangement

733

32.39%

2,263

100%

Votes For the Scheme

Total votes

Main Issue:
Whether the court should ignore the
headcount results because of the alleged
share manipulations, which were completely
legal? And, on what basis?

Fairness and Minority
Protection under Section
166
(2nd Limb of the Test)

What generally constitutes fairness under s166:
1. Sufficient information as to the scheme details
and
its
effect
given
to
independent
shareholders. (Re Dorman Long & Co Ltd [1934]
Ch 635)
2. Properly
constituted class meetings, e.g.
similarity of rights in each class. (Re Industrial
Equity (Pacific) Ltd [1992] 2 HKLR 614)
3. Fair representation of views in each class. (UDL

Argos Engineering & Heavy Industries Co Ltd v
Li Oi Lin [2001] 3 HKLRD 634)

Question:
Does the requirement of fairness under s166
include the consideration of activities such as
share splitting? (bear in mind share splitting
is legal)

*Consider
1. company law as a whole; and
2. the law’s larger goal of fairness.

Fairness under s64: (variation of class rights)
1. Holders of 10% in share value may apply to
court for cancellation of the variation which
has caused unfair prejudice to objecting
minority
2. Court would take into account whether the
majority at the class meeting has
considered the benefit to the class as a
whole (Re Hellenic & General Trust
Ltd [1975]3 All ER 382)

‘the court may treat the result of the voting
at the meeting of the class as not
necessarily representing the views of the
class as such, and thus should apply with
more reserve in such a case the proposition
that the members of the class are better
judges of what is to their commercial
advantage than the court can be’ (Re
Chevon (Sydney) Ltd [1963] VR 249 at 255)

Fairness under s168A: (unfair prejudice)
1.
‘There are wider equitable considerations which the court
must bear in mind in considering whether a case falls
within [section 168A]’ (Re Blue Arrow plc [1987] BCLC
585)
2.
‘There will be cases in which equitable considerations
make it unfair for those conducting the affairs of the
company to rely upon their strict legal powers. Thus
unfairness may consist in a breach of the rules or in using
the rules in a manner which equity would regard as
contrary to good faith’ (O'Neill v Phillips [1999]1 WLR
1092)
3.
‘The emphasis is upon the unfairness of the conduct
complained of. It must be conduct which departs from the
accepted standards of fair play, which amounts to an
unfair discrimination against the minority’. (Re Taiwa Land
Investment Co Ltd [1981] HKLR 297)

Fairness under s177(1)(f): (just and equitable
winding up)
1. Similar concepts of fairness (‘just and
equitable’)
2. Entailing the discretion to be exercised by
the courts having regard to equitable
considerations (Re Blériot Manufacturing
Aircraft Co (1916) 32 TLR 253)

Applying the aforementioned concepts of fairness to PCCW:
1.
‘on the materials presented the court cannot be satisfied

2.

3.

that the statutory majority voted in favour of the scheme
was fairly representative of the class interest. Once the
court is not satisfied with the representative nature of
the votes, it can accord less weight to the view of such
majority’ – para 126
‘The underlying objection to share splitting (and other
vote manipulation practice) is the frustration of the
legislative intent of dual majority requirements in
Section 166 … In my view, it is a necessary implication
inherent in Section 166’ – para 148
‘What the court must be satisfied of … is that … the
majority (whether by number or value apparently voting
in favour of the scheme) were acting bona fide…’ – para
182

Applying the concepts of fairness to PCCW:
1.
Fair representation of class views = Fair
consideration of class interests as a whole under
s64
2.
No frustration of legislative intent by simply
complying with the literal meaning of provisions =
Wider equitable considerations under s168A/s177
3.
Acting bona fide = No ‘use of rules’ that is contrary
to good faith under s168A/177 and the concept of
fair play under s168A
4.
Court not bound by the headcount result = Court
not bound by the decision to vary class rights under
s64

Final word for this section:
1.

2.
3.

Would you agree the CA in PCCW was
merely applying the fairness principle long
entrenched in company law?
‘Equity will not allow a statute to be used

as a cloak for fraud’

Accordingly, would you agree there was no
issue of ‘retrospective application’ of law by
the CA in PCCW, according to Ronald
Dworkin? (For your leisure exploration)

What does the Honest
and Intelligent Person
have in mind?
rd
(3 Limb of the Test)

What should the honest and intelligent
person be concerned about?
1.

Legal principles?

2.

Commercial merits?

Para 162 CA Judgment per Justice Lam:

‘… I do not see any good rationale for the Scheme as far as those
shareholders whose shares are to be compulsorily acquired are
concerned. Much was said about the offer being a good exit
strategy. Based on the materials available, I have difficulty in
understanding why a shareholder should regard it as the right
time to exit from the company. The offer was made at a time
when the market was at its low. … After all, the offerors under
the Scheme are the existing major shareholders who have
representatives in the management of the company. Apparently
they have confidence in the future of the company. And it is not
suggested that there would be any fundamental changes in the
business operation of the company in the future.’

Para 164:
‘… I am not satisfied that scheme may reasonably be approved

by an intelligent and honest man of that class acting bona fide in
the interest of the class.’

Paras 201 – 203 per Justice Barma:
‘… it seems to me that in most cases, where

there is no reason to doubt the representative
nature of the class members present and
voting at the class meeting, it is the members
of the class, and not the court, who are best
placed to determine what is in the best
commercial interests of the class.’

‘… shareholders voting at the meeting might
take very different views of the commercial
merits of the proposition that was put before
them.’
‘… I do not think that the court should substitute
its view of the commercial merits of the proposal
for that of a truly representative majority of
members of the class concerned, simply because,
in the view of the court, the scheme was not one
which the court considered attractive …’

What would the honest and intelligent man have said?

*as of 10Feb12
From yahoo.hk

Concluding remarks for this section:
Confine the third limb to circumstances
such as following:
1. Scheme offends the commercial morality
and public policy (Re Egnia Pty Ltd (1991) 6
ACSR 640: tax avoidance v tax evasion)
2. Scheme is unlawful (Re Oceanic Steam
Navigation Co Ltd [1939] 1 Ch 41: ultra
vires)

Conclusion

1.
2.

The CA applied the law largely correctly in PCCW.
The court’s ‘equitable discretion’ under s166 is
justified because:
- A lower threshold under s166 as compared to
s168 (90% shareholders in value present and
voting approval required for takeovers).
- Headcount test is prone to vote manipulation.

‘These men [minority shareholders] ask

for just the same thing, fairness, and
fairness only. This, so far as in my power,
they, and all others, shall have.’

per Lincoln, Abraham

Thank you

